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11. Summary of the new findings of the thesis:  

- The thesis has analyzed and clarified the concept of "cooperation", "struggle" in the international 

economic integration of Vietnam, generalized the focal concept: "the relationship between cooperation 

and struggle in the international economic integration of Vietnam" and its basic contents.  

- The thesis has analyzed the issues raised in addressing the relationship between cooperation and 

struggle in the international economic integration of Vietnam that we need to be fully aware of and solve 

the issues well in order to bring into full play the motivative role of "dialectical unity" between cooperation 

and struggle in social and economic development of the country.  

- The thesis has proposed views and basic solutions to well resolve the relationship between cooperation 

and struggle in the international economic integration of Vietnam to contribute to the development of the 

socialism orientated market economy.  

12. Practical applicability:  

- The thesis has helped to provide scientific basis to perceive and address the relationship between 

cooperation and struggle.  

- The research findings of this thesis serve as references for people who are interested, especially for 

those who manage foreign economic relations, those who are directly involved in international economic 



integration; those who design, plan and organize the implementation of socio-economic development 

programs, projects, policies and plans.  

- The thesis can be used as a reference document for researches, teaching and learning of Marxism-

Leninism Philosophy and Ho Chi Minh Ideology, international relations, foreign affairs relations, ... in 

universities and colleges under the national education system and in academies under the Ho Chi Minh 

National Politics and Public Administration Academy system as well as in provincial, municipal schools of 

politics and district politics fostering centers in our country.  

13. Further research directions:  

- Continuing researches the relationships between cooperation and struggle on other social-living aspects 

in order to summarize on “cooperative relationships and struggles of international integration in general 

and Vietnamese integration in particular at present.  

- Continuing researches the issues of methodologies in proper response and dealing with diversifying 

relationships within international integration.  
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